Basic Definitions
Multisets are sets that allow repetitions
E = {1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4}.
Assume E has m totally-ordered distinct symbols and n total symbols.
The set Π(E) includes every permutation of the n symbols in E
Π(E) = {112344, 112434, 112443, 113244, . . . , 443211}.
Given a permutation a prefix-shift moves the symbol in a given position
into the first position
σ5 (412341) = 441231.
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I

each permutation in Π(E) appears exactly once in the order

I

every permutation s ∈ Π(E) is followed by some σj (s)

For example,
321
231
123
213
is ordered by prefix shifts, but it does not contain every permutation of
{1, 2, 3} and it cannot be extended using prefix-shifts.

Discrete Question
Can multiset permutations be ordered by prefix shifts?
I

each permutation in Π(E) appears exactly once in the order

I

every permutation s ∈ Π(E) is followed by some σj (s)

On the other hand,
321
231
123
312
132
213
is ordered by prefix shifts, and contains every permutation of {1, 2, 3}
exactly once.
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“loopless algorithm” must use minimal-change order

O(1)-variables means O(1)-additional variables
I
I

variables storing the single shared object are not counted
stack variables are counted

The last condition forbids storing the symbol frequencies, the total
number of permutations, or from using recursion. (The best current
algorithms that use O(1)-time use at least O(n)-variables.)
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Non-increasing Prefix
The non-increasing prefix of a permutation s = s1 s2 · · · sn ∈ Π(E)
∠ (s) = s1 s2 · · · sk

such that si ≥ si+1 for i within 1 ≤ i < k, and either k = n or sk < sk+1 .
For example,
∠ (443211) = 443211

∠ (431421) = 431

∠ (344211) = 3

∠ (443121) = 4431
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Non-increasing Prefix
Lemma
Prefix-shifts often causes the non-increasing prefix to grow by one symbol
or to be reset to a single symbol. More precisely, if σj (s) 6= s then
(
1
if sj < s1
|∠ (σj (s)) | =
|∠ (s) | + 1 if sj ≥ s1 and sj−1 < sj+1
The lemma avoids the problem case when sj ≥ s1 and sj−1 ≥ sj+1 . In
this case, the non-increasing prefix can change dramatically. For example,
∠ (43432132) = 43 and ∠ (σ5 (43432132)) = ∠ (44332132) = 443321.

If this problem case is avoided then the length of the non-increasing
prefix can be updated O(1)-time using O(1)-variables after a prefix-shift.
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Cool Prefix-Shift
The cool prefix-shift is defined below for any s ∈ Π(E) where k = |∠ (s) |


if k = n
σn (s)
C (s) = σk+1 (s) if k = n − 1 or sk < sk+2


σk+2 (s) otherwise (k ≤ n − 2 and sk ≥ sk+2 )
For example,

In the case of combinations,
C (s) = σi (s) where i = min(k + 2, n)
since σk+1 (1∗ 0∗ 011 · · · ) = σk+2 (1∗ 0∗ 011 · · · ).
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In the case of combinations,
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Successive Iterations
When the multiset permutation is stored in a singly linked list then
successive iterations can be applied using two comparisons and two
pointers.
if inc.next ∧ min.val ≥ inc.next.val then
temp = inc
else
temp = min
end if
newhead = temp.next
temp.next = newhead.next
newhead.next = head
if newhead.val < head.val then
min = newhead
end if
inc = min.next
head = newhead
visit(head)
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Main Theorem
Theorem
Suppose s is any permutation of the multiset E. Then,
s, C (s) , C2 (s) , C3 (s) , . . . , Cx (s)
contains every permutation of the multiset
 E exactly once, where
x = |Π(E)| − 1 and Ci (s) = C Ci−1 (s) .

Corollary
Multiset permutations can be ordered by prefix-shifts and can be ordered
in O(1)-time and O(1)-space.
The theorem is illustrated and then its proof is sketched.
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Cool-lex Order
The cool-lex order of Π(E) for {1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4} is now animated. [Click to
begin the animation and press up/down arrow keys to change the speed.]

Notice that the rightmost symbols change infrequently.

Scuts
scut [n]: Stubby erect tail, as that of a hare, rabbit, or antelope.

A scut is a shortest string over E that is not a suffix of the
non-increasing permutation of E. For example,
scut(244311) = 311
since 311 is the shortest suffix that is not also a suffix of 443211. Every
permutation of E = {1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4} has one of the following scuts
4, 41, 411, 4211, 3, 31, 311, 2, 21.
Scuts are determined by their first symbol and their length.
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non-increasing permutation of E. For example,
scut(244311) = 311
since 311 is the shortest suffix that is not also a suffix of 443211. Every
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Co-lex vs Cool-lex

Co-lex recursively orders its strings by increasing rightmost distinct
symbol. In the example above the rightmost distinct symbols appear in
the following order
1, 2, 3, 4.

Co-lex vs Cool-lex

Alternatively, co-lex order recursively orders its strings by decreasing scut
length then by increasing first scut symbol. In the example above the
scuts appear in the following order
4211, 311, 411, 21, 31, 41, 2, 3, 4
and the non-increasing string is first.

Co-lex vs Cool-lex

Cool-lex recursively orders its strings by increasing first scut symbol then
by decreasing scut length. In the example above the scuts appear in the
following order
21, 2, 311, 31, 3, 4211, 411, 41, 4
and the non-increasing string is last.

Additional Applications of Cool-lex Order
Publications
I Combinations
I
I
I

I

appears in The Art of Computer Programming
O(1)-time and O(1)-space in array, linked list, or computer word
Hewlett-Packard Media Lab

Balanced parentheses and binary trees
I
I

I

O(1)-time and O(1)-space in array, linked list, or binary tree
first simultaneous O(1)-time algorithm for balanced parentheses and
binary trees
“Well, I am very happy to be able to include one of the most
beautiful combinatorial algorithm I am aware of!” - Joerg Arndt

Additional Applications of Cool-lex Order
Thesis
I Multiset necklaces and Lyndon words
I

I

Degree sequences for ordered trees
I

I

first O(1)-time and O(1)-variables algorithm

Linear-extensions of B-posets
I

I

first Gray codes of any kind

first O(1)-time and O(1)-variables algorithm

Shorthand universal cycles for multiset permutations
I
I

allows only σn−1 (s) and σn (s)
first proof of existence and construction

Open Problems
I

Does cool-lex minimize the total prefix-shifting distance?

I

Natural extension to languages that do not have fixed-content?

I

Applications: genetics, manufacturing, ...?

Thank you!

Figure: Co-lex Order for permutations of {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}.

Thank you!

Figure: Cool-lex Order for permutations of {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}.

